
Did you know?

We are the 
world’s largest 
importer 
of Brazilian 
Roofing Slate*

We stock slates from Spain, Brazil and Wales and supply throughout the U.K.

Origin: Westland is a Brazilian slate quarried 
from the Minas Gerais area of Brazil.
Colour: Grey Green or Graphite.
Texture and Appearance: A flat surface with 
a light texture and heavy dressed edges.
Quality: ISS provide Westland slate in a 
prime quality having been through the most 
stringent selection process, whilst also being 
tested to the current British and European 
requirements.
Slates Thickness: In addition to the popular 
5-7mm thickness, the Westland is produced 
in a heavy grade (7-9mm), which is suitable 

for the northern England and Scottish markets.
This is an extremely popular slate particularly in the South West 
due to its colour and consistency. Brazilian slate represents 
great value for money, without compromising on quality or 
social and environmental responsibility.

Sizes Available: 

600x300
500x300
500x250 
400x250 
400x200 
350x200
300x200

Random widths and diminishing courses can also be supplied 
as a special order.
*Note: Westland Natural slate Ridges and Hips are available to 
compliment the roofing slates. This, along with our window Sills, 
fire Hearths and Flooring range in the exact same material could 
make a beautiful finish to any project.

Natural Roofing Slate: WESTLAND

We also stock: Fibre Cement Slates,  Ventilation, Hips and Ridges and Accessories: including nails, hooks, adhesive, grout and sealant. Visit www.independentslatesupplies.com for more...

Origin: Spain

Colour: Blue/Black

Texture and Appearance: The Panadero 
has a textured surface with traditional 
dressed edges and occasional small inert 
inclusions, giving this slate a unique 
character. The quarry where the slate 
is found produces the highest quality, 
offering the best test results for the slate 
performance in the UK environment.

Quality: Prime

Slates Thickness: 5-7mm

Sizes Available: 
400x200
500x250

Natural Roofing Slate: PANADERO

ISS stock a range of accessories to compliment the 
main Natural Slate Roofing and Flooring range, items 
include:

Accessories

Origin: Abbey Grey is quarried in the North 
West region of Spain.
Colour: Light/Mid Grey
Texture and Appearance: It has a 
pronounced texture with traditional dressed 
edges and is virtually free from visible pyrites.
Quality: ISS provide the Abbey Grey slate an 
ultra (first) quality and prime quality. Having 
been through the most stringent selection 
process whilst also being tested to the current 
British and European requirements.
Slates Thickness: In addition to the popular 
4-7mm thickness, the Abbey Grey is produced 

in a heavy grade (7-9mm), which is suitable for the northern 
England and Scottish markets.

Sizes Available:

The Abbey Grey slate is sourced from the North Western region 
of Spain. It has a pronounced texture with traditional dressed 
edges and is virtually free from visible pyrites. ISS have marketed 
this slate for more than 25 years and found it to be an extremely 
reliable roofing slate, renowned for its durability. It can be laid 
with total confidence throughout the UK.

Natural Roofing Slate: ABBEY GREY

600x300
500x250
450x250 
400x200

* Correct as of Oct 2015

Natural Slate Roofing
Natural Slate Flooring

Natural Slate Sills & Hearths
Natural Slate Hips & Ridges

Natural Slate Ventilation
Associated Accessories:

Nails, Rivetts, Hooks, 
Adhesives & Sealants

Natural Slate Ridges . Clay Ridges . Concrete Ridges
Inline Vents . Vented Dry Ridge System 

Secret Fixing Kit . Copper Nails and Slate Hooks
Adhesives . Grouts & Sealants

See the website for more info...

Origin: Lugo is from the North West of Spain.
Colour: Light Grey/Green Fleck
Texture and Appearance: A smooth textured 
surface with traditional dressed edges, this 
slate contains some hints of green in its 
colour.
Quality: ISS provide the Lugo slate in a 
prime quality, having been through the most 
stringent selection process, whilst also being 
tested to the current British and European 
requirements.
Slates Thickness: In addition to the popular 
4-7mm thickness, the Lugo is produced in 

a heavy grade (7-9mm), which is suitable for the northern 
England and Scottish markets.
Sizes Available:

Random widths and diminishing courses can also be supplied 
as a special order.
Lugo is a Spanish slate from the north west of Spain; an 
area which is long established in producing top quality slate 
products. Light grey in colour with a grey/green hue; it is 
similar in many respects to the slates quarried in Cornwall and 
Argentina. The Lugo is a smooth textured slate that is well 
suited to listed buildings and heritage projects. This slate has 
proved very popular with many Local Planning Authorities’ in 
the south west and the popularity of the slate is now growing 
throughout the rest of the UK. ISS have marketed and supplied 
the Lugo for over 20 years and it has proven itself as a very 
unique roofing slate that would set your project above all of 
the rest!
*Note: Lugo Flooring Slate and Sills are also available on request.

Natural Roofing Slate: LUGO

600x300
500x300
500x250 
400x250 

400x200 
350x200
300x200

Head Office 
6 Gilston Road . Saltash 
Cornwall . UK. PL12 6TW

Tel: 01752 848080
Fax: 01752 848084

Welsh Office
Unit 7 . Hendy Industrial 
Estate . Hendy
Swansea . Wales . SA4 0XP

Tel: 07572 246 569
Fax: 01752 848084

Scottish Depot
1A Liggat Skye Place 
East Mains Ind Est
Broxburn . West Lothian
Scotland . EH52 5NA

Tel: 01506 852 862
Fax: 01752 848084

info@independentslatesupplies.com
www.independentslatesupplies.com



Origin: Our slate is sourced from Spain 
and Brazil.

Colour: Dark Grey, Grey Green and 
Light Grey with Green Fleck (Lugo)

Texture and Appearance: Our slates 
are smooth with a naturally finished 
surface and straight cut edges.

Quality: You are assured of the best 
quality as our slate undergoes stringent 
inspections both at the quarry and by 
the ISS team before
distribution.

Slates Thickness: Our slates are calibrated to a specified 
thickness for ease of installation. Available in a variety of 
thicknesses, lengths and widths to suit most applications.

Here at ISS we are known for our long established 
relationships with some of the world’s finest quarries; 
particularly in Spain and Brazil, which enables us to 
provide a consistent supply of high quality products 
through our national network of roofing and builders 
merchants.

Natural Slate Roofing  .  Natural Slate Flooring  .  Natural Slate Sills and Hearths      visit the website for more product information, technical data and fact sheets: www.independentslatesupplies.com

Independent Slate Supplies (ISS) have been established 
for over 35 years and are specialists in the import and 
distribution of high quality, competitively priced roofing 
and flooring products and their associated accessories.

Whether you are a roofing contractor, a developer, 
a homeowner, a general builder, an architect or a 
merchant, please do not hesitate to contact us so we 
can discuss your requirements. We can assist you in 
selecting the most appropriate product for your planned 
development, which can be supplied via our network of 
merchants and stockists throughout the UK. Visit the 
website for more: www.independentslatesupplies.com

We also stock: Fibre Cement Slates,  Ventilation, Hips and Ridges and Accessories: including nails, hooks, adhesive, grout and sealant. Visit www.independentslatesupplies.co.uk for more...

Origin: Spain

Colour: Mid Blue Grey

Texture and Appearance: The Armada 
is a mid-Blue grey slate from southern 
Spain. It is a very flat and uniform slate 
and has a slight natural texture to its 
surface with no visual inclusions. Strict 
quality control and selection process 
ensures a superior quality slate. This 
standard of slate makes laying the roof 
an easy process and the final look simply 
beautiful.

Quality: Prime/Ultra

Slates Thickness: 4-7mm 7-9mm and 9-11

Sizes Available:

400x200

400x250

500x250

Natural Roofing Slate: ARMADA

Origin: Sourced from the North West 
region of Spain.
Colour: Dark Grey
Texture and Appearance: A textured 
surface with traditional dressed edges.
Quality: ISS provide the Cabrera Grey 
slate in a prime quality, having been 
through the most stringent selection 
process, whilst also being tested to 
the current British and European 
requirements.

Slates Thickness: The Cabrera Grey is produced in a 
heavy grade (7-9mm), which is suitable for the northern 
England and Scottish markets. A thinner selection of 
6-8mm slates, are available for projects where you 
require a lighter product.
Sizes Available:

500x250 
400x250 
400x200 
350x200

The quarry from this part of Spain produces a well priced heavy 
slate for ISS, which is perfect for the northern England and the 
Scottish markets. The Cabrera Grey is an easy slate to work 
with, being consistent in thickness and quality with minimal 
visual pyrite content. ISS have marketed the Cabrera Grey in 
the northern regions of the UK for several years and this slate 
has enhanced many new build designs as well as matching in 
with existing roofs on properties that have required remedial 
attention. The Cabrera Grey is a great all round slate with a very 
traditional look.

Natural Roofing Slate: CABRERA GREY

Origin: Sourced very high up in the 
mountains of North Western Spain.
Colour: Mid Grey
Texture and Appearance: A textured 
surface with traditional dressed edges.
Quality: ISS provide the Caledonian slate 
in a prime quality, having been through 
the most stringent selection process, 
whilst also being tested to the current 
British and European requirements.
Slates Thickness: The Caledonian 
is produced in 5-7mm and 7-9mm 

thickness slate which is suitable for the whole of the UK.
Sizes Available:

500x250
400x250 
400x200
350X200

The Caledonian slate is one of fine quality and has been 
supplied for many years in the UK with a near perfect 
track record. Sourced from high in the mountains of 
North Western Spain, this slate is a perfect choice for 
workability and is virtually free from visible inclusions. 
The Caledonian slate is a true, top quality slate that has 
plenty of character, giving a traditional feel to any roof 
type, whilst lasting the test of time.

Natural Roofing Slate: CALEDONIAN

Origin: The Kensington is quarried in Leon, 
Spain.
Colour: Blue/Black
Texture and Appearance: A light textured 
surface with traditional dressed edges, this 
slate contains some small inert inclusions, 
which gives a unique character to this quality 
slate.
Quality: ISS provide the Kensington slate in a 
prime quality, having been through the most 
stringent selection process, whilst also being 
tested to the current British and European 
requirements.

Slates Thickness: In addition to the popular 4-7mm thickness, 
the Kensington is produced in a heavy grade (7-9mm), which is 
suitable for the northern England and Scottish markets.
Sizes Available:

A dark slate with small pyrites, which are stable and guaranteed 
against oxidisation; the Kensington is a good quality mid-price 
range slate.
This slate is very easy to work with, lending itself to any roof type 
or design, which is aided by the consistent number of slates in 
each crate. The Kensington holds ISO-14001 Certification, which 
demonstrates the high level of environmental responsibility we 
and our quarry owners adopt. 
ISS have been marketing and supplying Kensington slate 
throughout the UK for over 20 years, proving popular in many 
coastal areas.

Natural Roofing Slate: KENSINGTON

600x300
500x300
500x250 
450x220 
400x250 

400x200 
350x200
300x200

Natural Slate for Flooring, Sills & Hearths

Dark Grey

Lugo
Light Grey/Green Fleck

Grey Green

Origin: Zamora is a Spanish slate from the 
Galicia region.
Colour: Blue/Grey
Texture and Appearance: A light textured 
surface with traditional dressed edges, the 
Zamora contains some small inert inclusions, 
which gives a unique character to this quality 
slate.
Quality: ISS provide the Zamora slate in a 
prime quality having been through the most 
stringent selection process, whilst also being 
tested to the current British and European 
requirements.

Slates Thickness: In addition to the popular 4-7mm thickness, 
the Zamora is produced in a heavy grade (7-9mm), which is 
suitable for the northern England and Scottish markets.

Sizes Available:
600x300
500x300
500x250 
400x250 
400x200 
350x200

A medium dark slate from the Zamora region of Galicia, which 
is located to the south east of the main producing areas. The 
Zamora is an easy slate to work with and is particularly suited 
for complicated roof areas, which require significant amounts 
of cutting and detailing.

Natural Roofing Slate: ZAMORA


